Aim of this bachelor work is to observe the development of electoral system in the Great Britain after the World War II and its parametric changes, effect on elections results and Political situation and to observe trends leading to possible change of the electoral system in Great Britain, that has been laid by the results of last elections.

As method a case study will be used and as main resources a intend to use electoral statistics showing the gradual development of individual parameters of the British electoral system, monographies and research papers analyzing growing disproportionality of the electoral results and necessity (or unecessity) of the change of electoral system.

In the first part i will analyze general tendencies of the electoral system of Great Britain and its development after the World War II, czech and foreign literature concerning the British electoral system will be use as resources.

In the second part individual elections and its results will be analyzed, observing the influence and development against the last elections. For that I will use electoral statistics and analysis.

He third part will observe the situation after the 2010 elections and development towards the AV referendum. Main resources for that part will be official materials of political parties, together with comentaries and analyses about the av referendum.